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Metallic nanoparticles have been extensively investigated as electrodes or conductive materials in 

various electronic applications because of its high conductivity and easy of metallization. Metallic 

nanoparticle inks for various direct printing methods, such as silk screen and ink-jet printing, were 

developed for radio frequency identification (RFID), micro-electro-mechanical systems (MEMS), 

electrodes in plasma display (PDP), embedded capacitors, and source/drain electrodes for polymer 

thin film transistors. In order to be use as an ink in direct printing, metallic nanoparticle inks 

should have several characteristics such as 1) the stability against agglomeration and grain growth 

to prevent clogging in the ink-jet head and 2) high concentration to exhibit the desired 

conductivity of the pattern at a relatively low sintering temperature. Recent advances in nano 

materials technology resulted several metallic nanoparticles suitable for these purpose. Among 

them, silver nanoparticles are the species of interest because of their excellent characteristics such 

as low metallization temperature, high electric conductivity, and chemical inertness. However, silver 

nanoparticles are still expensive due to low production rate and high material cost. In the 

industrial point of view, copper nanoparticles are of particular interest due to remarkable 

reduction in the production costs compared to the use of their gold and silver analogues. 

However, pure metallic copper nanoparticles cannot be easily obtained via simple reduction of 

copper precursors in contrast with noble metals such as gold and silver. In the last decades, 

several synthetic methods have been studied to prepare pure metallic copper nanoparticles with 

the stability against oxidation. In this study, a novel chemical process for producing copper 

nanoparticles with improved anti-oxidation property is described. The copper nanoparticles 

obtained have been characterized by X-ray diffraction, thermo-gravimetric analysis, and electron 

microscopy. Well dispersed copper nanoparticles with the size of 3 nm ~ 15 nm were obtained 

with the proper control of reaction parameters such as precursor concentration, temperature, 

reducing reagent as well as the amount of hydrocarbon stabilizers. Copper films for conductivity 

measurement were fabricated by a spin coating method using the copper nanoparticle inks on a 

polyimide substrate and characterized by a 4-point probe analysis. XRD analysis and SEM images 

were used to investigate the morphology change and grain growth of copper nanoparticles after 

UV-irradiation. The increase in irradiation time and the decrease in irradiation height made the 

peak of XRD patterns sharper, showing higher level of crystallinity of copper nanoparticles. In 

conclusion, copper nanoparticles developed in this study would be a good alternative for the 

printing inks in electronic devices with the low sintering temperature and can be widely used in 

flexible display technology. 
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